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Abstract: The invalid marriage system is a newly established system by the marriage law in 2001, which fills the blank of legislation and is a great progress in the legislation of marriage. Invalid marriage is a violation of the marriage of the establishment of the elements of the illegal marriage, this article on the legal issues of invalid marriage, the authorities and the legal consequences of the defects are analyzed, and put forward a sound legislative proposals.

Introduction

The revised marriage law promulgated in April 28, 2001, this is the first time in the history of our country marriage law to establish of a separate chapter, which is in the legislative history of our country's first introduced the invalid marriage system, it is further improve China's legal system of marriage, it is one of the major achievements of China's marriage law amendment. In practice, the invalid marriage system to further improve the marriage system of our country, on the one hand, it can be said to be the key to China's marriage system, it is a part of the invalid marriage institution of the law of marriage, marriage system can better protect our country, on the other hand, it also can better prevent and punishment of illegal marriage, to indicate the direction of the marriage parties, it is conducive to the elimination of conflicts of law, improve applicable to the seriousness and authority of the marriage law. The invalid marriage system implemented in recent years, its role and effectiveness research, in practice not only protect the marriage system of our country, but also reduce the marriage disputes, enhance the guiding role of law. Of course, every thing has two sides, there are many defects and deficiencies in the practice of invalid marriage system in China, which is far from its own function. Therefore, it is necessary to make further research, in order to perfect the invalid marriage system in the future civil code.

The concept of invalid marriage and its historical evolution

Invalid marriage is a violation of the conditions of marriage, due to the lack of effective elements of marriage, and therefore does not have the legal effect of marriage. Since the emergence of marriage law in human society, legitimacy has become the essential attribute of marriage. Therefore, any era, any country should be through legal means for the establishment of the marriage provisions of various elements, including substantive elements and form elements. Only with the combination of these elements, only then recognized by the social system, the legal effect of marriage, the couple will have the rights and obligations.

Invalid marriage system has something to do with ancient law. Such as the law of ancient Babylon: the combination of marriage without prior agreement is invalid marriage. The ancient city of Rome civil law "the establishment of marriage must have the right to marry, the parties shall, should reach the legal age of marriage, the father or guardian shall obtain consent", which violates the conditions of marriage is assumed as informal marriage prohibitions. In the European medieval
canon law era, the Christian doctrine of a prohibition of divorce, the church can not live together for both men and women marriage based on certain reason declared invalid marriage, the creation of invalid marriage theory. In modern society, the western countries to take the church law on marriage invalid theory and revocation, on the one hand, limit abuse for marriage invalid and revocation of the claim, on the other hand, flawed marriage of men and women with the invalid or revoked, without legal protection.

The development of invalid marriage system is lagging behind in contemporary China, the marriage law of 1950 and 1980 did not make provision for the invalidity of marriage, according to different conditions, which shall be subject to administrative sanction and legal sanctions. The Ministry of Civil Affairs issued the February 1, 1994 "marriage registration regulations" and established the prototype system of our country marriage invalid, although simply provides for the invalid, revocable marriage views, but has played a positive role to prevent and stop the illegal marriage. However, there are no clear rules on how to confirm the invalid marriage, the confirmation procedure and the legal consequences of the invalid marriage. At this time, China's marriage system is still in a state of incomplete. "Marriage law" established the basic content of invalid marriage system in our country with three terms, according to the difference of the party's breach of marriage, the invalid marriage is divided into invalid marriage and revocable marriage.

Analysis on the defects of invalid marriage system

Defects of statutory subject matter. The marriage law stipulates: invalid marriage with one of the following circumstances: (a) bigamy; (b) a prohibition of marriage between relatives; (c) under the legal age. Article eleventh stipulates: in case of coercion, the coerced party may request the marriage registration office or the people's court to cancel the marriage. Thus, the basic structure of the invalid marriage system of China's marriage law, it has taken void before the fact and revocable dual track system. The two element structure legislation is in line with the development trend of the world marriage law, and is more conducive to the protection of the interests of the parties concerned and their children.

The important conditions of the establishment of marriage is divided into public and private elements elements by foreign marriage scholars. Contrary to the public requirements, thought to be harmful to the society, and thus for invalid marriage; against private elements, which is considered less harmful to society, which is regard as the revocable marriage. From the foreign legislative trend invalid marriage system, difference between invalid marriage and revocable marriage is gradually reduced, but the general trend is gradually reducing the invalid marriage types, corresponding to expand the scope of revocable marriage

Defects in legal consequences

The retroactivity of invalid marriage. The provisions of the marriage law: "invalid or dissolved marriage is invalid from its inception. The marriage law judicial interpretation the provisions: Twelfth marriage law stipulated the invalid from its inception, refers to the invalid or dissolved marriage in accordance with the law has been declared invalid or revoked, which determine the marriage was not protected by law. Therefore, the marriage law for the invalid marriage and revocable marriage are taking retroactivity principle, since marriage was invalid. However, the marriage relationship is valid only if the reason for invalid or revocable marriage has not been declared invalid or revoked according to law.

In the author’s point view that retroactivity of the invalid marriage and revocable marriage should be different. As mentioned earlier, invalid marriage due to serious violation of social welfare requirements, in violation of public order and good customs of society, it should be invalid fits
inception. And revocable marriage is only a general violation of private elements of society, the law degree is not very serious, from the date of revocation is declared invalid, the revocation of the declaration before marriage is still effective, the people's court to revoke the declaration of retroactive effect. If in accordance with the general principle of retroactivity, apparently will be very unfair consequences, Taiwan scholars have discussed the effect of revocation with retroactive effect. But the law has special provisions, in accordance with its provisions, such as the provisions of marriage cancellation effect, not retroactive. So, a void marriage and revocable retroactivity should be provided separately.

The marriage law stipulates that the parties do not have the rights and obligations of husband and wife. The same with the first point, invalid marriage shall be invalid from its inception, got retroactive effect; revocation of marriage shall be null and void from the date of revocation, got no retroactive effect. The revocable marriage without retroactive effect, before the revocation of the declaration, the marriage is valid, so in the revocation of the declaration before the parties between the husband and wife relationship should also be recognized, with the rights and obligations between husband and wife.

Defects of the declaration organ. The marriage law stipulates: in case of coercion, the coerced party may request the marriage registration office or the people's court to cancel the marriage. We can see that declaration organ of China's invalid marriage: first, the marriage registration authority, second, the people's court. On announcing the marriage invalid organs, by the way of litigation declared by the people's court, it is the universal law throughout the world,

The author believes that, in our country, it is only limited to the court to confirm and declare the nullity of marriage. In our country, the marriage registration office is located in the civil affairs departments at all levels of government, which is the state administrative organs, the marriage registration office registration act is a specific administrative, the marriage registration authority for registration of citizens is the function of marriage or divorce, to the validity of the marriage to be identified, no more on the effectiveness of marriage there is no such a declaration. Moreover, marriage is a civil legal relationship rather than an administrative legal relationship, the judgment of the validity of civil relations is the authority of the state judicial organs, rather than the authority of the state administrative organs. At the same time, not only limited to the annulment of the marriage relationship termination in accordance with the law, also involves the matters of property division. If the marriage registration authority announced that the marriage is invalid, it is inevitable that the administrative power is too much interference in private life, it is not conducive to the protection of civil rights and interests of the parties. Only the people's court may represent the state and exercise judicial power, make substantive judgments on the effectiveness of the marriage of the parties concerned, and make judgments on the relevant legal consequences.

Legislative suggestions on invalid marriage system

The establishment of marriage registration publicity system, to make up for the current situation of China's marriage registration organ registration review ineffective. In order to effectively prevent the establishment of invalid marriage, we must strengthen social supervision, and strengthen the supervision of the ideal measures, it is to establish marriage registration publicity system. The basic situation of men and women by the marriage registration department will apply for marriage, and marriage date will be noticed, in the notice period, all familiar with the marriage of the parties who can supervise the obstacles to the marriage, objection and report on marriage, disorder denounced by the court conduct trial. In the notice period, if no one reported or raised objections, or objections were rejected due to false reports, the parties have to be held on the date of the announcement of the
wedding ceremony. Such as France, Switzerland, Italy and other countries take in the civil code provisions of the marriage announcement system.

To confirm and declare the nullity of marriage shall be limited to the court, that is to say, the proceedings shall adopt a single procedure.

c. Invalid marriage shall be invalid from its inception, got retroactive effect; revocation of marriage shall be null and void from the date of revocation, got no retroactive effect.

After the declaration of marriage is invalid, the bona fide parties should make the marriage similar to the legal consequences of divorce.

The children as legitimate children, the court to make the marriage invalid judgment, shall make a ruling to child custody.

The establishment of the system of invalid marriage. If a party’s malicious acts is invalid or canceled due to the act of one party to the other party, the Party of the malicious party shall bear the civil liability for damages.

**Conclusion**

In a word, it is the most important to establish the basic value orientation of legislation in our country. The invalid marriage system in the developed countries of the world, all clearly embodies the modern civil law protect the bona fide party and the interests of children, with particular attention to the purpose of legislation to protect the interests of the vulnerable, so the invalid marriage system in China should be paid equal attention to the vulnerable groups of civil sanctions violations and protect the rights and interests of marriage. Only in this way can we keep up with the current trend of the invalid marriage legislation, in order to promote the healthy development of our marriage and family in twenty-first century.
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